
There is no one-size-fits-all planner

• Planners bias sampling

–Performance improves when applied to areas 
on which the planner performs well 

–Otherwise, performance may degrade

• C-space may have vastly different regions

–Free: Easy to sample and to connect regions

–Clutter: Difficult to connect regions

–Blocked: Regions with no valid samples

–Narrow Passages: Hard to sample and to 
connect regions

What is Motion Planning?

Given:

• An environment (descriptions of moveable object A and obstacles B) 

• and start and goal positions of A

Find:

• A valid path (continuous sequence of valid configurations of A) from start 

to goal
start

goal

obstacles

Many good automatic planners have been created. Roadmap-based planners sample C-

space at random to create a graph representing the connectivity of the free C-space.

Our goal is use a library of planners to cooperatively solve a single motion planning problem

• we partition the problem into regions & apply the best suited planner in each region

Configuration Space (C-space)
A space which has the same number of dimensions as the robot’s degree of 

freedom. Each point in C-Space represents   robot’s  different configuration.
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1. Connect start and goal to roadmap

Query processing
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goal

Probabilistic Roadmap Methods 
[Kavraki, Svestka, Latombe,Overmars 1995]
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Roadmap Construction (Pre-processing)

2. Connect pairs of nodes to form roadmap

- simple, deterministic local planner (e.g., straightline)

- discard paths that are in collision (collision check)

C-obst

2. Find path in roadmap between start and goal

- regenerate plans for edges in roadmap

Configuration Space

1. Randomly generate configurations (nodes)

- discard nodes that are in collision (collision check)

All points in C-Space that correspond to an infeasible configuration (such as 

collision  with the environment or out of joint limits) are in a C-space Obstacle. 

Automated planner should find  a path that does not pass through  such regions.

Roadmap

Characterization Feature Sensitive Framework

Preliminary Results

Combination

1. Characterization and 
Partitioning

• Features are extracted 
from region’s C-space

• Feature analisis to match 
a good planner for region

• If no good planner is 
found

–Subdivide region

Problems:

• There are many planners

• No universal solution

–Performance depends on strengths and 
weaknesses of individual planners

• C-space topology

–Connected components (CCs) in roadmap 
should match the topology of free C-space

–Some C-space areas are too small and hard to 
sample

free

clutter
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narrow
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blocked
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Library of Available Planners

Definitions and Background

Despite many powerful 
planners, none is the best for 
all MP instances

A one-size-fits-all planner is 
hard

• Performance depends on the 
environment

• The environment may 
contain vastly different 
regions

Objective:  Very Cheap and Very Good Characterization

Free

Mixed

Clutter

Component Features (max, min, mean, dev)

• Node Distance

• Edge Length

• Component Length

• Distance to Center

• Component Distance

General Features:

• Valid Sample Ratio

• Valid Edge Ratio

• Components

Input:  Features extracted from small PRM Roadmap

Output:  Information to select a planner or further 
subdivide a region

Free

Valid Sample Ratio:  23/25

Components: 1

Component Length: 33

Clutter

Valid Sample Ratio:  8/25

Components: 6

Component Length: 1

Mixed

Valid Sample Ratio:  16/25

Components: 2

Component Length: 14 (A)
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Why use Machine Learning?

Ability to classify and predict from examples

Automatically analyze high-dimensional, complex data

When all sub regions have been mapped, their roadmaps are 

combined to produce a regional roadmap.  At the end of this 

process, we have a global roadmap for the environment.

We have seen empirically that the combination of regional 

solutions can easily be the most costly step of feature-sensitive 

framework.  For example, a simple naïve brute force approach that 

performs k-closest connections over all the nodes in the regional 

roadmaps cost from 50-90% of the total computation!

Since Machine Learning methods are very good at automatically 

finding patterns in high-dimensional and complex data, we do 

classification of a region using a simple Machine Learning method.  

This method requires the collection of  descriptive features in each 

region that we obtain from a small PRM roadmap.

We are exploring roadmap combination methods that can exploit 

proximity information to better do combination.  For example, 

• overlapping portions of the regions can be used to quickly 

stitch together neighboring roadmaps

• select nodes to connect probabilistically based on their 

distance from the overlap

Objective:  Minimize overhead

Our hypothesis is that performance and 

solution quality can be improved with a 

feature-sensitive approach using the 

appropriate granularity for planning so 

that easy regions are recognized and 

handled quickly while difficult regions are 

treated with more powerful and 

specialized planners.

This framework first subdivides the C-

space of a problem into a set of possibly 

overlapping regions. Then, it produces a 

roadmap in each region with the planning 

strategy that is best suited to the region 

as determined by the measured regional 

features. Finally, it combines the regional 

roadmaps to form a global roadmap for 

the given C-space.

3. Combination of regional 
solutions

• Specialized methods 
make efficient 
combinations of regional 
solutions

Input

2. Mapping

• Each region is mapped 
with the planning strategy 
assigned

Method Nodes act/att CDs CCs solve

BasicPRM
17,801 / 

17,801
3,183,940 20 No

OBPRM 816 / 821 2,830,528 10 Yes

Feature-

Sensitive
590 / 795 1,460,845 2 Yes

Characterization 

and Partitioning
168 / 345 67,695 35

Regional mapping 422 / 450 81,263 145

Map combination 0/0 1,311,887 2

Sub-Regions: 2 narrow, 5 free, many non-homogenous

• Nodes actual (act), and attempted 
(att)

–Feature-Sensitive 
• Requred less nodes than OBPRM

or BasicPRM

• Collision Detection calls (CDs)

–About 1/3 of Basic PRM

–About 1/2 of OBPRM

–Most during map combination

Connected Components (CCs)

–Less 

–Solves query
• Basic PRM did not

Conclusions

The Feature Sensitive approach is able to match 

C-Space regions to planners optimizing the node 

generation phase of PRMs. 

Methods specialized for map combination are 

needed to minimize combination cost.

Subdivision Objective:  Regions in which a single planner will perform well

In the Feature-Sensitive Motion Planning Framework, we create a C-space 

subdivision tree:

• Root is the full problem instance.  

• Each node represents a region of the problem, child is a sub-region.  

• Leaves are regions in which a planner is be expected to perform well.  

Our first attempts at subdivision used an elementary strategy that uses a 

random splitting point from a randomly selected DOF.  While this should 

eventually produce subregions of a homogeneous nature, this also does 

not take into account the information from features that characterized the 

region.  

We are exploring intelligent methods to produce subregions.  For example, 

we have explored using “gaps” in the sampled free nodes from feature 

gathering.  Our expectation is that the transition from free to collision nodes 

represents a change in the number of obstacles.  Also, we have explored 

using information theory on our features to determine better subdivisions.  

The calculation of information gain values allows us to measure the 

homogeneity of two resulting subregions. two possible 

Random Subdivision will eventually create small, 

homogeneous subregions, but ignores the 

characteristics of the environment learned during 

feature gathering.

Gap Based Subdivision uses 

information about the environment 

learned during feature gathering.

Probabilistic Roadmap Planners

Basic PRM Kavraki, Svestka, Latombe,Overmars ’96 X X

OBPRM Amato, Wu, ’96 X X

Gaussian PRM Boor, Overmars, van der Stappen ’99 X

MAPRM Wilmarth, Amato, Stiller ’99 X X

Fuzzy PRM Nielsen,Kavraki ’00 X X

Lazy PRM Bohlin, Kavraki ’00 X X

RNG Yang, LaValle ’00 X X

Visibility Roadmap Laumond, Simèon ’00 X X

ClosestVE Dale ’00 X

User Input Bayazit, Song, Amato ’00 X

C-PRM Song, Miller, Amato, '01 X X

Bridge Test Hsu, Jiang, Reif, Sun '03 X

- density +

Some Tree-Based Motion Planners

RPP Barraquand, Latombe '91 X

Ariadne’s Clew Bessiere, Ahuactzin, Talbi, Mazer ’93 X X

Ray Reflections Horsch, Schwarz, Tolle '94 X

RRT LaValle, Kuffner, ’99 X X

Expansive spaces Hsu, Kavraki, Latombe, Motwani, Sorkin ’99 X X

- density +

MAPRM

planner

OBPRM

planner

BasicPRM

planner

• Partitioning

–Determine conditions to stop 

subdivisions

–Develop strategies that use 

features to define better 

boundaries

• Characterization

–Select machine learning algorithm 

and adequate set of features

–Match features to best planner 

according to planner performance

–Define adequate training set

–Define adequate planner set

• Roadmap combination

–Consider structure of regional 

maps

–Select best nodes to connect

–Develop more efficient 

connection strategies

Future Work

Feature Sensitive Motion Planning
Marco A. Morales A., Lydia Tapia, Roger Pearce, Samuel Rodriguez, Terra Horton, Nancy M. Amato

Parasol Lab, Department of Computer Science, Texas A&M University, http://parasol.tamu.edu/

Motivation

Attempt connections between nodes in set

Given two maps try to connect

Select a set of proximal nodes


